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New CM-patented Tension Spring

STATE OF THE ART OF THE TENSION SPRING

The tension spring is formed by a thin metal sheet bent appropriately so as to press the bobbin thread on the mantle of the
bobbin case (or basket in case of a “KL” drop-in hook), thus putting tension on the bobbin thread during sewing. This tension
can be adjusted through an adjusting screw.
Important for the stability of the tension is the contact point between the tension spring and the bobbin tread. In the execution
according to the state of the art, this contact point is located on the edge of the tension spring, that is, on the edge of the sheet
that constitutes the tension spring.
A first disadvantage: the tension has oscillations during the sewing, as it is very dependent to the irregularities of the thread
itself: pulling the thread by hand gives the feeling that the tension spring "scratches" the thread. This effect is much more evident
with certain types of threads, such as those more rough and of poor quality and is much more annoying when the sewing requires
a low tension of the bobbin thread, as it causes irregularities in the closure of the stitch. A second drawback: at the change of the
type of bobbin thread, also the tension generated by the pressure of the tension spring changes. Consequently, at each change of
bobbin thread type it is necessary to re-adjust the tension.

A further disadvantage occurs when the thread curls, as the operator pulls it back to remove it from the tension spring for
changing the type of bobbin thread while the bobbin is not yet empty.

The stability of the thread tension is very important for the regularity and the overall quality of the sewing and is a direct
consequence of the quality of the bobbin case and of the thread used!
Here following a comparison between a high quality bobbin case and a poor quality bobbin case (NOT CM!):

Oscillation of the bobbin thread tension with a bobbin case of
poor quality and with standard tension spring

Oscillation of the bobbin thread tension with a bobbin case of
high quality (CM or equivalent) with standard tension spring
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New CM-patented Tension Spring

THE NEW CM-PATENTED TENSION SPRING
FOR AN EVEN MORE CONSTANT TENSION AND LESS SENSITIVE TO THE TYPE OF BOBBIN THREAD

CM has invented and realized a revolutionary patented tension spring, economic and capable of generating a tension of the
bobbin thread much more stable (i.e., with much lower oscillations) during sewing, as it is not subject to the irregularities of the
thread itself. Pulling the thread by hand, one has the feeling that the tension on the thread is very "smooth".
A second advantage is when, changing the type of bobbin thread, no or only minimal difference of the tension occurs. Therefore,
the change from one type of bobbin thread to another does not force any more to re-adjust the tension.
A further advantage occurs when the thread does not curl any more, as the operator pull it back to remove it from the tension
spring for changing the type of bobbin thread while the bobbin is not yet empty.
THE TENSION SPRING REVOLUTION

This more stable tension is achieved by bending towards the outside the extremity of the tension spring, so that the pressure
point is no more the edge of the tension spring, but the point of tangency of the radius of this additional bent.
Besides, hooks and bobbin cases with this patented tension spring can be applied to all existing sewing machines without the
need for any further intervention, as they are interchangeable with existing hooks and bobbin cases.
CM is gradually replacing the standard tension spring of its bobbin cases with this innovative-patented tension spring at
no additional cost for the customers!

Here following the comparison of the same high quality bobbin case when using a standard tension spring or the new CMpatented tension spring.

Oscillation of the bobbin thread tension with a bobbin case of
high quality (CM or equivalent) with standard tension spring

Oscillation of the bobbin thread tension with a CM bobbin case
mounting the new patented tension spring
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